Introduction.
In our thesis [2, Appendix, pp. 106-118] (cf. also [3]) we proved the infinite differentiability of the solutions of quasilinear partial differential equations of the form: is strictly weaker than all M¡iD) together (cf. [2, p. 116 
, d]). (3) The func-
tions ajix, h, • • ■ , tv) and g(x, h, ■ ■ ■ , /") are infinitely differentiable. In this paper we want to outline a different proof which is more elementary than the original one, in the sense that it utilizes neither the Sobolev nor the Gagliardo-Nirenberg estimates but only rather straightforward estimates obtained from the Fourier transformation in L2. A severe disadvantage, on the other hand, is the fact that it requires rather strong a priori differentiability of the solutions.
1. The Schauder algebra. Let 5 be any real number. Put 11/11. = (/ (i + UI )2' I Aö n)i/2> / e c? if il;) is the Fourier transform of/=/(x), Cc°° is the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact supports) and let 77" be the completion of C" in this norm. Lemma 1. If s>n/2, then there exists a constant K such that (2) ||/g||. è K\\f\\s\\g\\s, fEC?,gEC?.
Proof. Put h=fg. Now A(£)=//(£-ij)g(i7)¿i7. Hence that 5 >re/2. Hence I )_2*d7))1'2, which is finite in view of the assumption A||2=s||f||s||g||s7:||A||s, and (2) follows.
Corollary (Schauder). If s>re/2, then 77s is a Banach algebra (the Schauder algebra).
Remark.
In the above reasoning one can as well replace 1 + |¿| by an arbitrary "weight function" E(%) such that
for some 5>0. In particular, (5) As in the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain by Schwarz's inequality:
(// ((1+u'-+,li)(!+u¡))"'"'(i+1¡ i>* i<(s |w')"' K/c+iti)--)"'11711-11'11-11"1- Remark. Suppose next that P is of the form (7) and such that (1') P(xo, D) is stronger than each M¡iD) for every fixed xo, (2') a¡EH!+l for some s>n/2-\-2-d.
Let 717 be some fixed P(xo, D). Then we may conclude that 7v7/G77foc(0) and P/G77fo+c1(0) imply MfEH[*e\e), for every open set 0 in 7?". In fact it is apparently sufficient to establish this fact when 0 is a small neighborhood of Xo = 0, and in this case everything follows from Theorem 2, for P equals in the vicinity of 0 to some operator of the form (7) satisfying (1), (2) .
3. The quasilinear case. We turn now to the quasilinear equation (1) . Our hypotheses are the hypotheses (1), (2), (3) of the introduction. Let Mbe some fixed operator equally strong as all Mj together. Then we have the following Theorem 3. There is a number a0 such that iff satisfies (1) and if M/G77foc(0) for some s>er0, 0 being an open set of Rn, thenfECKi6).
For the proof we need the following Clearly \pEHl for some t>re/2, provided 5>o, and o is chosen so that all derivatives of order ¿t will be continuous and bounded, which is possible in view of a (weak) form of Sobolev's lemma. Differentiating we get DjP = i(t+ 1) Y,hDa<Pk, | «| =1, so that, by the Corollary of Lemma 1, T)ai/'£77in,(i',~1). This improves the regularity of \¡/ from / to inl(t-\-l, s) so finally ipEH'. The same argument (we omit the details!) proves also the inequality (9). Remark. Actually, as follows from [2, Proposition 1, p. 116], one can take <j = n/2. For our purpose the present weaker but more elementary statement is of course sufficient.
